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Vindolanda A Roman Frontier Fort On Hadrian S
Wall
The Roman army enjoys an enviable reputation as an instrument of
waging war, but as the modern world reminds us, an enduring
victory requires far more than simply winning battles. When it
came to suppressing counterinsurgencies, or deterring the
depredations of bandits, the army frequently deployed small
groups of infantry and cavalry based in fortlets. This
remarkable installation type has never previously been studied
in detail, and shows a new side to the Roman army. Rather than
displaying the aggressive uniformity for which the Roman
military is famous, individual fortlets were usually bespoke
installations tailored to local needs. Examining fortlet use in
north-west Europe helps explain the differing designs of the
Empire's most famous artificial frontier systems: Hadrian's
Wall, the Antonine Wall, and the Upper German and Raetian
limites. The archaeological evidence is fully integrated with
documentary sources, which disclose the gritty reality of life
in a Roman fortlet.
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Over three hundred letters and documents were recently
discovered at the fort of Vindolanda, in Northern England,
written on wooden tablets which have survived nearly 2,000
years. Painstakingly deciphered by Alan Bowman, the materials
contribute a wealth of evidence for daily life in the Roman
Empire. - Military documents testify to the lifestyle of
officers and soldiers stationed at Vindolanda, and portraits of
domestic life are included in letters between the officers'
wives and a letter from home promising a solider a package of
socks. The engaging texts from thirty-four tablets provide
insight into the similarities of daily existence in the Roman
Empire and the present.
Do the Romans have anything to teach us about the way that they
saw the world, and the way they ran their empire? How did they
deal with questions of frontiers and migration, so often in the
news today? This collection of ten important essays by C. R.
Whittaker, engages with debates and controversies about the
Roman frontiers and the concept of empire. Truly global in its
focus, the book examines the social, political and cultural
implications of the Roman frontiers in Africa, India, Britain,
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Europe, Asia and the Far East, and provides a comprehensive
account of their significance.
AD 98: The bustling army base at Vindolanda lies on the northern
frontier of Britannia and the entire Roman world. In twenty
years' time, the Emperor Hadrian will build his famous wall, but
for now defences are weak, as tribes rebel against Roman rule,
and local druids preach the fiery destruction of the invaders.
Flavius Ferox is a Briton and a Roman centurion, given the task
of keeping the peace on this wild frontier. But it will take
more than just courage to survive life in Roman Britain...
Shoes, Slippers, and Sandals
Roman Military Architecture on the Frontiers
The Roman Fort
Vindolanda's Treasures
Roman Fort and Settlement
The Home of Britain's Finest Treasure

After examining the Greek origins of torsion-powered
catapults, this book describes the machines used from the
time of Caesar onwards, their dominance in the warfare of
the western world for over a thousand years, and their
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importance in the history of technology.
An up-to-date and in-depth historical study of the northern
Roman frontier in Britain - why was the military conquest of
Scotland never completed and what were the criteria
governing Roman policy over the centuries? The idea of the
Roman frontier immediately conjures up pictures of Hadrian's
Wall with its forts and other remains, and of the Antonine
Wall in Scotland. These two structures, however, represent
two elements in a story which took a great deal longer to
evolve and which, if taken in isolation, tend to mask a
clear appraisal of the way in which the frontier in Britain
actually developed. What, after all, did the Romans want to
achieve in Britain? Why did they not capitalise on
Agricola's victory at Mons Graupius in AD83 to subdue the
entire country once and for all? How did the idea for a
physical barrier evolve? And why, after all the effort of
building Hadrian's Wall, did the emperor Antoninus Pius
embark upon fresh conquest in Scotland? This book is
intended primarily as an historical treatment of the Roman
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military occupation in Britain up until the early third
century AD, although it does also describe the later history
of the frontier zone.It draws upon archaeological evidence,
but is not intended as a guide to the remains of Hadrian's
and Antonine's Walls. Rather, it aims to set these
spectacular fortifications into the broader context of Roman
military plans.
The beautiful site the Romans called Vindolanda lies in
south-west Northumberland, in the district of Tynedale, more
or less half way between the North Sea east of Newcastle and
the Irish Sea to the west of Carlisle. It is just within the
boundary of the Northumberland National Park, and is a part
of the World Heritage Site of Hadrian's Wall.
This edited volume groups research on the significance of
ancient feet and footwear, much of which was presented,
discussed and reviewed at the conference: Shoes, Slippers
and Sandals: Feet and Footwear in Antiquity, held at
Newcastle University and the Great North Museum from 29
June–1 July 2015. Ancient dress and adornment have received
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significant consideration in recent scholarship, though,
strikingly, feet and footwear have featured relatively
little in this discussion. This volume aims to rectify this
imbalance through its fifteen chapters covering a wide range
of aspects associated with feet and footwear in classical
antiquity. Contributions are grouped under four headings:
‘Envisaging footwear’, ‘Following footprints’, ‘One from a
pair’ and ‘Between representation and reality’, reflecting
the broad range and interdisciplinary nature of the
approaches undertaken.
Vindolanda and Its People
Fortlets, Frontiers, and the Quest for Post-Conquest
Security
Protecting the Roman Empire
Proceedings of the XXI International Congress of Roman
Frontier Studies (Limes Congress) held at Newcastle upon
Tyne in August 2009
Extraordinary Records of Daily Life on the Northern Frontier
Vindolanda : Roman Fort and Settlement /
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Lindsay Allason-Jones has been at the forefront of small finds and Roman frontier research for
40 years in a career focussed on, but not exclusive to, the north of Britain, encompassing an
enormous range of object types and subject areas. Divided into thematic sections the
contributions presented here to celebrate her many achievements all represent at least one
aspect of Lindsay’s research interests. These encompass social and industrial aspects of
northern frontier forts; new insights into inscribed and sculptural stones specific to military
communities; religious, cultural and economic connotations of Roman armour finds; the
economic and ideological penetration of romanitas in the frontiers as reflected by individual
objects and classes of finds; evidence of trans-frontier interactions and invisible people; the
role of John Clayton in the exploration and preservation of Hadrian’s Wall and its material
culture; the detailed consideration of individual objects of significant interest; and a discussion
of the widespread occurrence of mice in Roman art.
Dr Rob Collins and the curators of the remarkable collections from Hadrian's Wall present a
striking new contribution to understanding the archaeology of a Roman frontier. This highlyillustrated volume showcases the artefacts recovered from archaeological investigations along
Hadrian's Wall in order to examine the daily lives of those living along the Northern Frontier of
the Roman Empire. Presented by theme, no other book offers such a diverse and thorough
range of the rich material culture of the Wall. The accompanying text provides an ethnographic
perspective, guiding us through the everyday lives of the people of frontier communities, from
the Commanding Officer to the local farmer. This holistic view allows us an insight into the
homes and communities, how people dressed, what they ate and drank, their religions and
beliefs, domestic and military forms of security, and how they conducted their business and
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pleasure.
Describes the design and construction of a typical Roman fort and the daily life of its
commanding officer and soldiers.
Who was Emperor Hadrian? Why did he build a massive wall across northern England? Why
were the Romans in Britain and how did they get there? This book tells you all you need to
know about Hadrian's Wall - why and how it was built, who lived there and much more. Find
out what life was like for the soldiers living there, and also for the native Britons, in the diarystyle sections.
Vindolanda (Chesterhelm), Northumberland
Roman Frontiers in Britain
Shady Characters: The Secret Life of Punctuation, Symbols, and Other Typographical Marks
Studies of the people and objects of the Roman frontiers
The Encircling Sea
Hadrian's Wall and the Antonine Wall defined the edge of the Roman Empire in Britain. Today,
the spectacular remains of these great frontier works stand as mute testimony to one of the
greatest empires the world has ever seen. This new accessible account, illustrated with 25 detailed
photographs, maps and plans, describes the building of the walls, and reconstructs what life was
like on the frontier. It places these frontiers into their context both in Britain and Europe,
examining the development of frontier installations over four centuries. Designed for students and
teachers of Ancient History or Classical Civilisation at school and in early university years, this
series provides a valuable collection of guides to the history, art, literature, values and social
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institutions of the ancient world.
Small finds – the stuff of everyday life – offer archaeologists a fascinating glimpse into the material
lives of the ancient Romans. These objects hold great promise for unravelling the ins and outs of
daily life, especially for the social groups, activities, and regions for which few written sources
exist. Focusing on amulets, brooches, socks, hobnails, figurines, needles, and other “mundane”
artefacts, these 12 papers use small finds to reconstruct social lives and practices in the Roman
Northwest provinces. Taking social life broadly, the various contributions offer insights into the
everyday use of objects to express social identities, Roman religious practices in the provinces, and
life in military communities. By integrating small finds from the Northwest provinces with
material, iconographic, and textual evidence from the whole Roman empire, contributors seek to
demystify Roman magic and Mithraic religion, discover the latest trends in ancient fashion (socks
with sandals!), explore Roman interactions with Neolithic monuments, and explain unusual finds
in unexpected places. Throughout, the authors strive to maintain a critical awareness of
archaeological contexts and site formation processes to offer interpretations of past peoples and
behaviors that most likely reflect the lived reality of the Romans. While the range of topics in this
volume gives it wide appeal, scholars working with small finds, religion, dress, and life in the
Northwest provinces will find it especially of interest. Small Finds and Ancient Social Practices
grew out of a session at the 2014 Theoretical Roman Archaeology Conference.
Lindsay Allason-Jones has been at the forefront of small finds and Roman frontier research for 40
years in a career focussed on, but not exclusive to, the north of Britain, encompassing an
enormous range of object types and subject areas. Divided into thematic sections the contributions
presented here to celebrate her many achievements all represent at least one aspect of Lindsay’s
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research interests. These encompass social and industrial aspects of northern frontier forts; new
insights into inscribed and sculptural stones specific to military communities; religious, cultural
and economic connotations of Roman armour finds; the economic and ideological penetration of
romanitas in the frontiers as reflected by individual objects and classes of finds; evidence of transfrontier interactions and invisible people; the role of John Clayton in the exploration and
preservation of Hadrian’s Wall and its material culture; the detailed consideration of individual
objects of significant interest; and a discussion of the widespread occurrence of mice in Roman
art.
From bestselling historian Adrian Goldsworthy, a profoundly authentic, action-packed adventure
set on the northern frontier of the Roman Empire. AD 100: VINDOLANDA. A FORT ON THE
EDGE OF THE ROMAN WORLD. Flavius Ferox, Briton turned Roman centurion, is charged
with keeping Rome's empire safe. But from his base at the northern frontier of Britannia, he feels
enemies closing in from all sides. Ambitious leaders await the chance to carve out empires of their
own. While men nearer at hand speak in whispers of war and the destruction of Rome. And now
more sinister threats are reaching Ferox's ears. Stories about the sea-dwelling men of the night,
who have cursed the land and only come ashore to feast on men's flesh. These are just rumours for
now. But Ferox knows that rumours stem from truth. And that no one on this isle is safe from the
great, encircling sea... 'An instant classic of the genre' HARRY SIDEBOTTOM. 'An authentic,
enjoyable read' THE TIMES.
Hadrian's Wall and the End of Empire
Vindolanda : Roman Fort and Settlement
A Guide to the Remains of the Roman Frontier Fort and Town
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The Reach of Rome
Everyday Life on a Roman Frontier
The Roman Frontier in the 4th and 5th Centuries
This authoritative short volume introduces readers to the Roman army, its structure, tactics,
duties and development. One of the most successful fighting forces that the world has seen,
the Roman army was inherited by the emperor Augustus who re-organized it and
established its legions in military bases, many of which survived to the end of the empire.
He and subsequent emperors used it as a formidable tool for expansion. Soon, however, the
army became fossilized on its frontiers and changed from a mobile fighting force to a
primarily defensive body. Written by a leading authority on the Roman army and the
frontiers it defended and expanded, this is an invaluable book for students at school and
university level, as well as a handy guide for general readers with an interest in military
history, the rise and development and fall of the Roman legions, and the ancient world.
Garrison life at Vindolanda
The Roman army was one of the most astounding organizations in the ancient world, and
much of the success of the Roman empire can be attributed to its soldiers. Archaeological
remains and ancient texts provide detailed testimonies that have allowed scholars to
understand and reconstruct the army’s organization and activities. This interest has
traditionally worked in tandem with the study of Roman frontiers. Historically, the early
imperial period, and in particular the emergence of the frontiers, has been the focus of
research. During those investigations, however, the remains of the later Roman army were
also frequently encountered, if not always understood. Recent decades have brought a
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burgeoning interest in not only the later Roman army, but also late antiquity more widely. It
is the aim of this volume to demonstrate that while scholars grappling with the late Roman
army may want for a rich corpus of inscriptions and easily identifiable military installations,
research is revealing a dynamic, less-predictable force that was adapting to a changing
world, in terms of both external threats and its own internal structures. The dynamism and
ingenuity of the late Roman army provides a breath of fresh air after the suffocating
uniformity of its forbears. The late Roman army was a vital and influential element in the
late antique empire. Having evolved through the 3rd century and been formally reorganized
under Diocletian and Constantine, the limitanei guarded the frontiers, while the
comitatenses provided mobile armies that were fielded against external enemies and
internal threats. The transformation of the early imperial army to the late antique army is
documented in the rich array of texts from the period, supplemented by a perhaps
surprisingly rich archaeological record.
A conference held under the auspices of the Department of Antiquities of the Hashemite
Kingdom of Jordan, The Council for British Research in the Levant and the Department of
Archaeology at the University of Liverpool Edited by Philip Freeman, Julian Bennett,
Zbigniew T. Fiema and Birgitta Hoffmann The much-anticipated, two-volume proceedings of
the 18th International Congress of Roman Frontier Studies held in Amman, Jordan
(September 2000). The 100 papers published here represent approximately two-thirds of
the presentations made at this important event. The 'limits' of the discussions encompass
(Volume I): 'General Themes', 'The Eastern Frontier', 'Rome and Parthia', 'The Anatolian
Provinces and the Black Sea Region', 'North Africa', 'The Germanies', 'Early Roman
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Germany', (Volume II) 'The Danubian and Balkan Provinces', 'Dacia', 'The Spains', 'Britain',
'The Roman Army, 'Roman Fortifications', 'Fleets and Frontiers', and 'Documents and
Archives'.
The Dynamics of Empire
Rome and its Frontiers
Limes XVIII: Neue Forschungsergebnisse zu Truppenlagern und ländlichen Siedlungen an der
Donau und im raetischen Liesgebiet
Hadrian's Wall, the Antonine Wall, and Roman Policy in the North
Roman Frontier Studies 2009
The Roman Frontier in Britain

“An absolutely fascinating blend of history, design, sociology, and cultural
poetics—highly recommended.”—Maria Popova, Brain Pickings A charming and
indispensable tour of two thousand years of the written word, Shady Characters weaves
a fascinating trail across the parallel histories of language and typography. Whether
investigating the asterisk (*) and dagger (†)—which alternately illuminated and skewered
heretical verses of the early Bible—or the at sign (@), which languished in obscurity for
centuries until rescued by the Internet, Keith Houston draws on myriad sources to chart
the life and times of these enigmatic squiggles, both exotic (¶) and everyday (&). From
the Library of Alexandria to the halls of Bell Labs, figures as diverse as Charlemagne,
Vladimir Nabokov, and George W. Bush cross paths with marks as obscure as the
interrobang (?) and as divisive as the dash (—). Ancient Roman graffiti, Venetian trading
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shorthand, Cold War double agents, and Madison Avenue round out an ever more
diverse set of episodes, characters, and artifacts. Richly illustrated, ranging across time,
typographies, and countries, Shady Characters will delight and entertain all who cherish
the unpredictable and surprising in the writing life.
There is no synthetic or comprehensive treatment of any late Roman frontier in the
English language to date, despite the political and economic significance of the frontiers
in the late antique period. Examining Hadrian's Wall and the Roman frontier of northern
England from the fourth century into the Early Medieval period, this book investigates a
late frontier in transition from an imperial border zone to incorporation into Anglo-Saxon
kingdoms, using both archaeological and documentary evidence. With an emphasis on
the late Roman occupation and Roman military, it places the frontier in the broader
imperial context. In contrast to other works, Hadrian's Wall and the End of Empire
challenges existing ideas of decline, collapse, and transformation in the Roman period,
as well as its impact on local frontier communities. Author Rob Collins analyzes in detail
the limitanei, the frontier soldiers of the late empire essential for the successful
maintenance of the frontiers, and the relationship between imperial authorities and local
frontier dynamics. Finally, the impact of the end of the Roman period in Britain is
assessed, as well as the influence that the frontier had on the development of the
Anglian kingdom of Northumbria.
VindolandaA Roman Frontier Fort on Hadrian's WallAmberley Publishing Limited
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The authors of this book delved into the history of the Wall that ran from coast to coast,
dividing Britain in two. Occasionally the Romans would march north and consider the
complete conquest of the island; at other times the northern tribes would spillover the
Wall to pillage the Roman province.
The Fort
Small Finds and Ancient Social Practices in the Northwest Provinces of the Roman
Empire
A Roman Frontier Fort on Hadrian's Wall
Fort and Civilian Settlement on Rome's Northern Frontier
Life and Letters on the Roman Frontier
Roman Vindolanda

Uses new methodologies, evidence, and topics to better understand ancient
warfare and its place in culture and history New Approaches to Greek and
Roman Warfare brings together essays from specialists in ancient history who
employ contemporary tools and approaches to reveal new evidence and increase
knowledge of ancient militaries and warfare. In-depth yet highly readable, this
volume covers the most recent trends for understanding warfare, militaries,
soldiers, non-combatants, and their roles in ancient cultures. Chronologicallyorganized chapters explore new methodologies, evidence, and topics while
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offering fresh and original perspectives on recent documentary and
archaeological discoveries. Covering the time period from Archaic Greece to the
Late Roman Empire, the text asks questions of both new and re-examined old
evidence and discusses the everyday military life of soldiers and veterans.
Chapters address unique topics such as neurophysiological explanations for why
some soldiers panic and others do not in the same battle, Greek society’s
handling of combat trauma in returning veterans, the moral aspects and human
elements of ancient sieges, medical care in the late Roman Empire, and the
personal experience of military servicemembers and their families. Each chapter
is self-contained to allow readers to explore topics in any order they prefer. This
book: Features case studies that examine psychological components of military
service such as morale, panic, recovery, and trauma Offers discussions of the
economics of paying for warfare in the Greek and Roman worlds and why Roman
soldiers mutinied Covers examining human remains of ancient conflict, including
interesting photos Discusses the role of women in families and as victims and
addresses issues related to women and war Places discussions in the broader
context of new wave military history and includes complete bibliographies and
further reading suggestions Providing new material and topical focus, New
Approaches to Greek and Roman Warfare is an ideal text for Greek History or
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Roman History courses, particularly those focusing on ancient warfare, as well as
scholars and general readers with interest in the ancient militaries.
AD 105: Dacia. Centurion Flavius Ferox commands an isolated fort beyond the
Danube. First in a new adventure trilogy set on the frontier of the Roman Empire.
Over three hundred letters and documents have recently been discovered at the
fort of Vindolanda, written on wooden tablets which have amazingly survived
nearly 2000 years. Painstakingly deciphered by Alan Bowman and J. David
Thomas, they have contributed a wealth of evidence for daily life in the Roman
Empire. From the military documents we learn of the strength and activities of the
units stationed at Vindolanda. The accounts testify to the lifestyle of officers and
ordinary soldiers, with payments for pepper and oil, towels and tallow, boots and
beer. Then there are snapshots of domestic life in letters between the officers'
wives, including a birthday invitation (see front cover). Most fascinating of all is
the evidence for a high level of literacy in the Roman army, where even someone
of humble rank receives a letter from home promising him a parcel of socks.
The building, military use and descent into ruin of the most important Roman
frontier ever built.
Armies and Their Architecture in Late Antiquity
Hadrian's Wall
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Roman Artillery
An Illustrated Guide to the Roman Frontier Fort and Town
A Band of Brothers
The Roman Writing Tablets from Vindolanda
The Roman Empire was one of the most powerful forces in history.
However, few people realize that this vast empire was guarded by one
frontier, a series of natural and man-made barriers, including
Hadrian's Wall. It is impossible to have a true understanding of the
Roman Empire without first investigating the scope of this amazing
frontier. The boundary ran for roughly 4,000 miles--from Britain to
Morocco via the Rhine, the Danube, the Euphrates, the Syrian Desert,
and the Saharan fringes; reinforced by walls, ditches, palisades,
watchtowers, and forts. It absorbed virtually the whole imperial army,
enclosed three and a half million square miles, and defended forty
provinces (now thirty countries) and perhaps eighty million Roman
subjects. In protecting the empire the frontier made a substantial
contribution to the Pax Romana and ultimately to preserving the
inheritance of future Europe. Yet this static mode of defense ran
counter to Rome's tradition of mobile warfare and her taste for glory,
born of centuries of conquest. The emperors' choice of a passive
strategy promoted lassitude and conservatism, allowing the military
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initiative slowly to pass into barbarian hands. The Reach of Rome is
the first book to describe the entire length of the amazing imperial
frontier. It traces the political forces that created it and portrays
those who commanded and manned it, as well as those against whom it
was held. It relates the frontier's rise, pre-eminence, crises, and
collapse and assesses its meaning for history and its legacies to the
post-Roman world. Finally, it also tells the story of the explorers
who rediscovered its lost works and describes the nature and location
of the surviving remains. Includes thirty beautifully designed maps.
Roman Frontier Studies presents one hundred of the papers given at the
Fifteenth International Congress of Roman Frontier Studies. First
published in 1991, it has been out of print since 1995. This new
edition is published to satisfy continuing demand for the volume.
Geographically the material ranges throughout the frontier regions of
the Roman Empire from Britain to the Caucasus, the Low Countries to
Upper Egypt, Spain to Jordan. The first section deals with individual
frontier regions, fort and fortress sites, army units and related
military matters and includes overall surveys of significant work
carried out in Britain and Germany in the 1980s. The second section
explores three more general themes: the relations between "Romans" and
"natives" on the peripheral areas of the Empire, the realities of life
in a frontier region, and the problems peculiar to desert frontiers.
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Proceedings of the 21st International Congress of Roman Frontier
Studies (LIMES XXI), hosted by Tyne & Wear Archives & Museums,
Newcastle upon Tyne, UK, in August 2009.
Garrison Life at Vindolanda
Roman Frontier Studies 1989
A History Of The Roman Imperial Frontier 1St-5th Centuries Ad
Proceedings of the XVth International Congress of Roman Frontier
Studies
Feet and Footwear in Classical Antiquity
The Roman Army
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